Plastic Chain & Table Style Top Conveyors

Plastic chain, stainless & carbon steel constructions all have their industry-specific benefits. Our modular plastic chain conveyors offer straight running or side flexing features with horizontal, incline or decline configurations. Chain widths are designed for the application in a full range from 3 inches to 120 inches. Guiderails are fixed or adjustable. End to end or side transfers are additional design choices. Table style chain conveyors are constructed with similar features. Often carbon steel constructed, these chain top conveyors show every attention to detail, from painted bearings and structural angle supports, to fixed or adjustable guiderails. Our turnkey plastic chain conveyors will keep your business scheduling on track.

- Carbon steel or stainless steel construction
- Straight running and side-flexing applications
- Horizontal, incline or decline
- Available chain widths: 3-1/4", 4-1/2", 7-1/2", 10" and 12"
- Adjustable or fixed guiderails
- End to end transfers with roller deadplates or flat stainless steel deadplates
- Side transfer with flush mounted hardware and bearings

Plastic Top Chain Conveyor Features:

Most Popular Applications:
- Accumulating
- Elevating
- Inspecting
- Manipulating
- Transporting

Your choice of: Supports & Guiderails

- NGI Stainless Steel
- Solus
- Formed Feet
- Heavy Duty Paper Standards
- Adjustable Guiderails
- Fixed Guiderails
- Sanitary Washdown Rails
- Aluminum Guiderails

- Single Bolt Pad (Sanitary)
- Sanitary Round
- Dual Locking Caster with Acme Threads
- Dual Locking Caster (Sanitary)
- Guiderdail Covers and Static Dissipating Solutions
- Roller and Beaded Rails
- Solid UHMW
- Curves, Serpintines, Spirals and Custom Rails